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NATO’s Plans for False Flag Attack on Turkey?

By Tony Cartalucci
Global Research, March 28, 2014
landdestroyer.blogspot.com

It  has  been  revealed  that  NATO  has  been  planning  a  false  flag  attack  against  Turkey  to
justify the Turkish invasion of northern Syria, the International Business Times reported in its
article, “Turkey YouTube Ban: Full Transcript of Leaked Syria ‘War’ Conversation Between
Erdogan Officials.”

Image: While the West obsesses solely on Turkey’s ban of Twitter and Facebook in
what it claims are attempts to “cover up corruption,” in reality, leaks from the top of
Turkish leadership revealed NATO’s ongoing plans to carry out a false flag attack to

trigger a destructive, premeditated war with neighboring Syria – in what appears to be
one final, desperate gambit to steal victory in the West’s proxy war against Damascus.

(photo by Reuters)
 

It  released  the  full  transcript  of  a  leaked  conversation  between  the  head  of  Turkish
intelligence  Hakan  Fidan  and  Turkish  Foreign  Minister  Ahmet  Davutoğlu.  The  Times
reported:

Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s ban of YouTube occurred after
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a leaked conversation between Head of Turkish Intelligence Hakan Fidan and
Turkish Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu that he wanted removed from the
video-sharing website.

The leaked call details Erdogan’s thoughts that an attack on Syria “must be
seen as an opportunity for us [Turkey]”.

In the conversation, intelligence chief Fidan says that he will send four men
from Syria to attack Turkey to “make up a cause of war”.

Deputy Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Yaşar Güler replies that Fidan’s projected actions
are “a direct cause of war…what you’re going to do is a direct cause of war”.

Turkey’s  foreign  ministry  said  the  leaked  recording  of  top  officials  discussing
the Syria operation was “partially manipulated” and is a “wretched attack” on
national security.

In  the  leaked  video,  Fidan  is  discussing  with  Davutoğlu,  Güler  and  other
officials  a  possible  operation  within  Syria  to  secure  the  tomb  of  Suleyman
Shah,  grandfather  of  the  founder  of  the  Ottoman  empire.

The Western media has purposefully obsessed myopically over Turkey’s ban of Twitter and
Facebook  and  leaks  regarding  “corruption,”  in  an  attempt  to  sidestep  conversations
revealing Turkey, a NATO member for decades, planning a false flag attack that would lead
to an intentionally provoked war with neighboring Syria.

This comes as Turkey provides air support, logistics, and artillery cover for members of the
US State Department designated terrorist group Al Nursa who have been leading an ongoing
offensive from Turkish territory into Syria’s northwestern province of Latakia.

Since the operation began days ago, Turkey has fired on and shot down a Syrian warplane
that was targeting Al Nusra militants in Syrian territory. While Turkey claims the warplane
violated Turkish airspace, the plane crashed in Syrian territory, and the pilot ejected and
was recovered on Syrian soil. The incident has been used by Turkey to lay the rhetorical
groundwork to further escalate tensions between Ankara and Damascus, most likely in an
attempt to serve as an impetus for war instead of NATO’s riskier false flag operation.

Turkey’s belligerent posture in the north of Syria is matched by a joint US-Saudi offensive in
the south, near the Syrian-Jordanian border city of Daraa. Called the “Southern Front,” the
offensive appears to already have been neutralized by Syrian security forces.

Regarding the creation of the “Southern Front,” the US corporate-funded policy think tank,
the  Carnegie  Endowment  for  International  Peace,  even  stated  in  its  post,  “Does  the
“Southern Front” Exist?,” that:

Rather than an initiative from the rebels themselves, word is that it was foreign
officials  that  called  on  rebel  commanders  to  sign  a  statement  declaring  their
opposition to extremism, saying it was a precondition for getting more guns
and  money.  Since  beggars  can’t  be  choosers,  the  commanders  then
collectively shrugged their shoulders and signed—but not so much to declare a
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new alliance as to help U.S. officials tick all the right boxes in their reports back
home, hoping that this would unlock another crate of guns.

With the “Southern Front”  arriving on the battlefield stillborn,  and NATO resorting to  false
flag  attacks  in  blatant  support  of  Al  Qaeda-affiliated  terror  organizations,  the  West’s
desperation  in  what  appears  to  be  a  strategic  “last  gasp”  is  palpable.
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